PUNCH PROBE

ABOUT METRONOR

A SMALL DEVICE
THAT BRINGS GREAT BENEFITS

Metronor is a high technology company
headquartered just outside Oslo, Norway, with
subsidiaries in the US, Germany and China, globally
supporting partners and customers.
Based on in-house innovation and research,
Metronor has since 1989 developed a range of
electro-optical portable coordinate measuring
systems that have become popular among leading
manufacturers worldwide.
Metronor’s management system is certified to
ISO 9001 and complies with ISO 14001.
For more information, please visit our website
www.metronor.com

A unique way of marking the transformed coordinate
system. It enables marking features on objects based
on measurement data or CAD comparison – once the
required point has been found, push the probe against
the object to leave a punch mark.
Also if you are a company creating castings or
forgings, simply mark the optimal orientation
before delivery. This provides full documentation

Presenting

and guarantees that the part can be successfully
machined, avoiding shipping scrap, dissatisfied
customers and bringing competitive value
to your business.
Datum marks can be made on the part by simply
locating a desired point and then creating a punch
mark with our special probe (“virtual scribing”).
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Casting Solution

CASTING & FORGING

ALIGNMENT

OPTIMIZING YOUR
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

DIRECTLY ON YOUR CNC MACHINE
Aligning parts on your CMC machine has never been
easier – scribing lines are not needed at all anymore

Certify Excess Material & Increase Product Value

when a Metronor LED Pad or LED Kit is being used.

Provide Set-up Marks for Machining
Reduce Scrap – Add Value
Cut Material and Machining Costs

Those items can guide the user to the optimal
alignment of the part to be machined to the coordinate

MAKE THE MOST
OF MEASUREMENT

system of the CNC machine, going from virtual
alignment to real alignment.
The portability of Metronor systems make it possible to

Metronor systems are efficient, robust and reliable tools for

align directly on or in front of any machine, so that the

improving casting and forging processes: from pattern and die

machines can be run at maximum capacity – without

construction to mold and core making, all the way through to

having to dedicate specific spaces for set-up.

first article inspection and optimization of CNC machining.
By quickly certifying sufficient excess material to guarantee
that a good part can be machined, the value of complex
cast parts is increased. By also providing set-up marks for
machining, the customer saves money and your competitive
position improves. Or align your part directly on the machine

Flexible and robust, the

ADD VALUE TO THE PRODUCT

bed, not using physical markings at all.

AND SET YOURSELF AHEAD

Simple, efficient and robust – Metronor systems have the

systems enables them to

functionality to improve your processes and products.

be applied to a multitude

OF YOUR COMPETITORS

nature of the Metronor

of different applications
within automotive, casting
and machining, mold and

GETTING THE PERFECT
CNC MACHINE BED ALIGNMENT

die, energy and other
transport and heavy
industries. The systems
are considered especially

To speed up production, Metronor’s CMM
systems help you align parts on your machine
beds. A perfect alignment in only one step,
without trial and error.

valuable when used for
large measurement
volumes, to optimize
processes and in
challenging environments.

